
Model CT 12 Operating Information
1.  If the transplanter was picked up from the factory, it would be fully assembled and ready to run.  
If the transplanter has been shipped by truck, the plant stands, rear T-bar, weight brackets, and A- 
frame must be bolted to the unit.

2.  Hook up the unit to the tractor’s 3-point hitch and lift the unit up.  Raise up the 3 pipe stands.

3.  Lower the unit into the ground until the frame of the unit is running level.  The shoe should be in 
the ground up to the fl ange or bend in the shoe.

4.  The drive wheels also act as gauge wheels and the height is preset at the factory.  They should not 
have to be readjusted unless unusual conditions are encountered.

5.  The end of the pocket is the depth gauge for planting.  Place the plants straight in the pocket with 
the roots out beyond the the rubber gripper at the desired depth for the plants to be planted at.

6.  Adjust the third arm on the tractor so there is fl oat between the solid rod with the spring and the 
pickup plate.  The rod and the plate must not touch while planting or it will take weight off  the back 
of the unit.  If more fl oat is needed, lengthen the third arm slightly.

7.  The weight brackets on the front toolbar should carry approximately twice the weight as the rear 
weight bracket.  DO NOT BE AFRAID TO ADD WEIGHT!  ADD AS MUCH WEIGHT AS IT 
TAKES TO DO A GOOD JOB OF PACKING THE PLANTS.  The heavier the soil, the more weight 
that must be added.

8.  Spacing is determined by the number of pockets on the chain and by what spacing spockets are 
on the unit.  To change the spacing sprockets, remove the two chain guards under the seats and re-
place the  sprockets.  The chain tighteners will have to be readjusted each time a diff erent sprocket is 
put on the unit.  Be sure to put the same size sprocket on both sides of the unit.

9.  Hardening rod has been welded on the botton of each shoe side.  Reapplying hardening rod as 
needed will greatly extend shoe life.

10.  The packing wheels can be moved in or out as needed to gather more or less soil into the furrow.

11.  In heavy sod or very hard conditions, it may be necessary to use the optional rubber tire packing 
wheels.

Spacing Chart

#Teeth on Spacing SprocketsPockets
 7      8          9            10 11

2      60”          68”          75” 83”     90”

3      40”          45”         50” 54”     60”

Spacings will vary due to soil conditions
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